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Trade and Pina nr. 
Director' S E CR E T 

TEE FUTURE OF INTRA-EUROPEAN PAYMENTS. 

( Memorandum by the United .Kingdom- Delegation(l) ) 

It will be necessary for .the Organisation for 
European Economic Co-operation to. agree upon the lines 
of a new Payments Scheme' at an early date. The Council 
decision of the 2nd-.November 1949 decided " to widen 
the area of transferability of.currencies among the 
member countries by suitable measures in the next intra-
KiiT - n p e a n ' P a r m s n h a Sr. ho m a " ; there is. an obvious necessity 
for the -ine-lus-ion of some^ descr ipt ion of the suitable 
measures on gener airlines:, if not in detail, in the 
Second Interim Report,'or in the supplementary Reports 
with which E.u.A. must^be provided for their work in 
connexion with,the Third Appropriation; the Organisation 
is committed to a review of the existing scheme by the 
15th Januar:/ 1950;' and we have now been asked by Mr* 
Bis sell to rive urgent consideration to his proposals. 

2, The--prs-s-s«t--a-g-reeTiie-nt lasts nominally until 
the 30th June,- 195^;-—but--it-has already become obsolete. 
The devaluation of most_. of. the European currencies, 
the introduction of pleasures for liberalising, intra -
European trade, and the continued economic progress 
in a number of connt.T ' lns a i n c n T a t July, 1949 have 
altered: the whole background; and some of the principal 
objections which wor6 raised during the period of 
negotiation such as the unreliability of forecasts, 
have already been justified by the results obtained 
during the first five months of its operation . 

3, As it is. obvious' that'some change must be effec
ted in. a sys torn where the-aalculations have become im
possible, and the incentives are wrong, in that it does 
not discourage creditors and debtors from maintaining 
"(1) This Memo was submitted by the U.K. Delegation to tho 

Secretariat on T^thTJocomber, 1°49. 

4215 
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a state of unbalance, it seems opportune to look for a system 
which will at least move in the direction of post-E.R.P. condi
tions when there will be no E.R.P. dollars and no counterpart 
funds, and European trade will not be financed by drawing 
rights in the form of grants. 
I 4 . , A new scheme of a much simpler, kind, is needed in which 
financial facilities in Europe are not directly linked with 
E.C.A. dollars; but S.C.A. dollars allocated to participating 
countries in the division of aid can be firmly allotted, subject 
"always to the overriding control of E.C.A. Such ,a scheme must 
also provide for freer transferability of European currencies 
and thus form the natural counterpart to the measures taken to 
liberalise; trade in "Europe; and, together with any progress made 
in forming regional groups, it would constitute a most practi
cal contribution to the i rrt agra-ti on .of.. Enrnpft . 

5. Therefore the main requirements of the new scheme seem 
to be the following :-

(a) It' should be as simple as possible and should restore 
some of the normal iirceiitivea whicn are so obviously 

missing from the present system, e.g.: 
(i) to the debtor to improve his position and not rely 

alwaya on having•deficits made good with no obli
gation on his part; 

(ii) to the creditor who,, .without, restricting, the 
flow of goods, would import as freely as possible 
from his European debtors. • 

(b) To achieve this reformation we should a i i b ' s t i t u f r a credits 
or loans for grants; and creditors—should no—longer run 
the risk of losing dollar aid if the credits granted are 
not taken up or spent in other countries. Thus an ob
jectionable feature of the;present scheme, which had 
the effect of making a surplus an objective which must 
be achieved and interfering:with' the.pattern of trade, 
would be removed. 

(c) The credits granted should be enough to cover any 
reasonable swing of payments in either direction. They 
would not be directly linked to. E.R.P. dollars, but would 
be granted in national, currencies against the broad 
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background of dollar aid and in fulfilment .of the 
pledges of European Cooperation. Most participating 
countries will not be able with any certainty to 
know whether they are going to be debtors or credi
tors and reciprocal.credits are therefore essential.. 
The; return1 to this more normal system of financing 
would make it unnecessary to attempt to forecast 
with any accuracy the surplus or deficit of e.ach 
country with each of the.others for a. period ahead. 
This has been found impossible in practice and will 
be even more impossible under conditions of freer 
trade- and payments. The fixing of limits for such 
reciprocal credits should bo based preferably on 
some standard of past experience, e.g. the volumes 
of trade in the preceding year. 

f d-) The sohome- must bo multilateral and not bilateral, 
which moans that 'any country must be able to use a 
surplus in its curront payments with a second country 
to offset a-"deficit in its current payments with a 
third'country. 

( 0 ) " Froc" transf orability of European currencies can pnlŷ _ 
bo maintained in present conditions of gold and 
dollar-shortage insofar as the schomo provides 
adequate scope for free exchanges of goods and services 
without los-s—of gold or dollars. No country can be 
expected -to-maintain for long free imports or allow 
transfers of' its currency to other countries when it 
is losing gold. If, therefore, the scheme is to 
facilitate tho liberalisation of trade, it.must, so 
far as possible, reduce to a minimum tho risk of gold 
payments, so. that they become tho exception and not 
tho rule. 

(f) <iold__aJid' dollar payments in Europe cannot be entirely 
excluded'because no country can be expected to extend 
unlimited credit. In tho last resort wo must be 
prepared to see gold move, (provided it is tho last 
resort). But before this point is reached it is 
desirable for the creditors and debtors concerned to 
see ̂ hathar.-balance cannot bo restored in any way. 

..It this cannot be achieved by increased imports by tho 
creditors^ devaluation of currency or internal deflation 
by the debtors or the converse by the creditors 
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(such moasuros, of course, take.time to put into effect), 
or restriction of imports by the debtor must be conside
red.: -!t ha's boon clear that, in such<circumstancos, 
where bilateral arrangements have boon in force, a debtor 
will.restrict its imports, when measures by the croditor 
are. of no avail,'and.will discriminate in regard to a 
particular country to. which it is losing,—or is in 
danger of losing, .gold arid- restrict transfers or its 
currency thereto. This was recognised in tho Council's 
decisions relating to the liberalisation'of trade. There 
will bo'-similar reactions in any multilateral sohemo when 
the debtor countries can only acquire a scarce currency 
by dipping into their' raserye s of gold or dollars. 
Unless, the creditor, can remedy the position, dobtors may 
be expected in most, cases to discriminate by import 
restrict! ons against tho - s ear ce- currency lu preference 
to devaluation or^dcflationary measures 'which would lead 
to a reduction in imports over; a much wider- field. This 
would bo a retrograde step in view of tho progress 1n 
liberal!s ing trade, and, underline s ' tho nc od for adoquate 
credit facilities. 

It must bo recognised that, there wi 11 Jb.o_ â 1 fft.cultics in 
fitting into a scheme of this kind, countries who—a-re 
persistent creditors or dobtors :-
(i) In considering- the case of the. çreditors with 

surpluses in ;Éùropc exceeding their d oHa r~d;ti c i ts 
in the existing scheme- sp'-cial allocations 'of' dollar-
aid were proposed as a compensation for the x-roater 
extension of credit in^Europe, But t hi s t dollar aid" " 
docs roduco-Jtho- tot$l .amount available to the other 
.O.E.E.C. countri is~who-are in gr q at no od ;of i t. 
It cannot tiiarof-oro be recommended unless-the 
creditors countries have taken steps to. encourage 
imports from their European partners to' thc'maximum 
possible extent and have granted crédité .qn_an, 
adequate scale. 

(il) Where countries are persistent debtors and have 
inadequate gold reserves'and. heavy commitments for 
reconstructions, it is difficult to expect their 
European creditors to grant unlimited credit. 
Hero again, there may bo a case for*spocia.l 
allocations of dollar aid to be used in European. 
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settlements after.credits have .boon exhausted, 
but ', tho conditions on, which thoy should bo 
mado nocd further careful consideration, 

6, Tho two central features of any scheme must there
fore be, willingness of the participating countries to 
"gTairtcredits in sonic form for the benefit of other parti
cipating .countries who may become their debtors,, and pro
visions to ensuro that the debtors can uso the credits 
granted to coyer current payments in any country associated 
with the scheme. There aro sovoral different-ways in 
which, these two features can be.combined. 
For instance 

(a) A currency pool making use of a new monetary unit; 
(b) a currency, pool making use of membersi1. currencies" j 
fé} an—arrangement by which European. Central Banks 

should oxtend global credit margins; or 
(d) an arrangement whereby thoy establish reciprocal 

-credit margins on a bilatoral basis "with" some~ 
provision for the transferability of. currencies 
or compensations. 

Thoro Is little practical difference, though'some important 
paychalQgical differences, botween (a) and (b). Tho main 
practical difference is that, under (b), no now monetary 
unit of account is used and the right of -;ach membo'r to 
borrow and"its obligation to lend are expressed in its own. 
currency, whereas.under (a) a monetary unit is used which 
automatically provides an exchange guarantee, especially 
dosighed Tor tho 0.S.E.C, members. In regard to (c) and 
(d), there would be less supervision from the centre and 
less attraction from an 0.E.S.C, point of view. There 
aro, of—eoursc, a number of technical objections of 
different weight to all the schemes and while it would not 
bo right to roj.eet any of the schemes as substitutes for 
the present one the U.K. Delegation is of opinion that, of 
allthe .alternatives, thorc is a clear advantage in 
sclocting. the first, which wo might call for present 
p.urposcs~thc 0.E.E.C. Currency Pool, with its new monetary 
unit ofaccount. 
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7. Before considering the main provisions of an.O.E.E.C, 
currency pool,, • we must have a clear idoa of what its position 
will be in the European payments ŝ rstcm and how it will 
function-, •- In recommending tho introduction of such a. sjrstcm, 
the U.K. Delegation would not advocate the disturbance;; of the,, 
existing payments agreements.. There is no point in overturning, 
a system, which in. many cases has established generous, credit: -
margins without recourse to settlements in gold. As at 
present, the bulk-of Intra-Europcan trado will be financed by-
the provision of Europ .an currencies under these agreements, 
which are necessary to formalise other monetary arrangements, 
Including facilities for financing trade with the widespread 
multilateral system of the Sterling Area, the Sterling Trans
ferable Account Area, and the Monetary Areas of other particl-
^ttting countries with torritories—overseas-. -The- Currency 
Tool would therefore not bo used as "an automatic, moans of 
settlement of all intra-European payments, but as an additional 
moans of payment.to be employed after the existing resources 
have been fully used.- : Thus, in a way, it would act as a 
substitute for.gold at a point whore existing' resources would 
bo inadequate but would still introduce transferability in 
Europet While- it is true. that, gold must remain the, final means 
of settlement, it would .succeed in pushing off that, .settlement 
to a point where it could more easily bo avoided.. 
IT. Hera it may be • appropriate to. say that where any scheme 
"Of~"this kind is introduced :;to supplement the Intra-Eur op can • 
ipayments system,, it will.be the Intention of the U.K.. .Government 
to' assist-, ;as far as it can with the facilities provided by 
storllng; which it is hoped can.play an important part as a moans 
of settlement in any multilateral system which is likely - to-
devc-lop in-future,. The use of sterling at—pros^nt—takes ,-di-f— 
-f oren-t - f o rms; i n 

(a) tho sterling Area,, in .which, there aro.no exchenge 
restrictions at.allj. 

(b) the Transferable Account Area, in. which.sterling may be 
.freely used for current transactions under the• 
supervision of the monetary-authorities of the 
countries concerned; and 
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(c) tho area of administrative tre.nsf erability, . that .is> 
the countries0 outside, the Sterling Area be two onr 
which wo .allow sterling to be usod .in special eases, 

. subject to the approval of" the. Bank Of England.. 
All.countries-participating in the scheme would naturally" 
have the facilities provided under (a) and a number may 
have tho facilities under.-(b) and (c). The possibility of 
using such facilities to.the fullest extent possible is 
under constant consideration. 
9. As mentioned before, the setting up of an: O.E.E....C. 
Currency Pool would appear to bo. an important step towards 
European integration,. It„• would not, however, be necessary 
or desirable to make such arrangement dependent:-upon.,the 
creation of some special new institution; . It is to be. 
hopo'd' that such, a scheme could be run b:r .a body which, .either 
forms part pf, , or acts-under the—supervision of, . 0.oi,E..C7>_,. 
with'tho Bank :of International Settlements as the day to 
day agent. There is no doubt that it will' require, constant 
.supervision, but in a way which'could be successfully 
handled by existing institutions. 
10. As regards the o-rovisions of- tho proposed 0.3..1;.Ci 

Currency Pool, tho main ones would be on the following liners 
(a j a new unit of account.would bo constituted having a 

value fixbd in terms of-.dollars with corresponding, 
rates of exchange for each European' currency; and 
each member -<vould keep ahaccount, with the Pool in' 
that denomination;. 

(to) each member would undertake, to accept this unit.-of 
accqunt in exchange for its "own' currency : up "to c7 
certain limit or quota; 

(c) each member would be entitled;.to "borrow this unit 
of account up to a certain limit, not necessarily-

the-samo. limit .as. in '(b); -and to use it to acquire 
the currency of other'members for the purpose ,of 
making'current payments to .thorn* 

•(d) the quotas thus represent the limits within which 
every member is required to lend/and is- -entitled 
to borrow; 
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(c) whore those limits arc oxcocdod, gold would become 
payable, but it can be 'provided that for a given.sum in 
excess of the prescribed' limit only a fraction say pO^y 
shall be payable or receivable, in gold .and that for a 
further given sum, some larger.fraction, say 60% shall be 
payable. By such means ample'-warning would be,given before 
the final limit is overstepped and 100$ gold becomes 
payable,.' giving time for the necessary remedial measures; 

(f) nothing in the foregoing need prevent a member from 
voluntarily .raising the limit for its holding of the units 
of account after they had exceeded a certain percentage 
of its quota; . the Pool could also allow a member to 
overdraw beyond its borrowing quota in suitable cases; 

(g) each member would be obliged to sell units of account to 
the Pool against gold on a request from the Pool; " The 
-gold^acquired by the Pool under (e) would be used to 
reduce the balance of the units of account of the member 
whose holding had passed the prescribed limits. If 
such a member with excess holdings of units were himself 
to-be in need of another member's currency, he would have 
to contribute gold in the appropriate proportions, i.e. 
the same proportion as his debtors use to acquire his 
currency unless the "other" member's currency itself 
calls for a different scale of gold payments; in that 
"event;,the ..Pool would use that gold to-, purchase units 
fromrirho "other" member. 

II. Theso few provisions give some idea of the shape of such 
a scheme and it is obvious that a good deal of thought will have 
to be given~~to~ it before it can be produced in workable form. 
Among^the~~dirficuities will be the adoption of measures which 
w-tH—ef-f-eetive-ly prevent the excessive demand for one currency; 
and this and other features of the scheme will require careful 
supervision. 
12, -There remains the question of what part E.C.A, dollars 
will-play in any such scheme :-" 

(a) It has already been pointed out that,adequate credits 
in national currencies :should be made available to 
the 0„E,E..C. Currency Pool and they should be suffi
cient to cover all normal fluctuations in current 
payments between the participating countries (with a 
reasonable margin for contingencies which are likely 
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to arise in this transactional period-}-.—-This-area of 
operations does not require an injection of E.C.A. 
dollars. 

(b) The credits referred to in (<?.) cannot, however, be 
expe.ctod to cover a fundamental lack of balance end 
where this occurs, the system cannot function without 
special assistance and a need for employing E v G .A. 
dollars does .".rise. This can bo done in several 
ways, but there seems to be only one satisfactory way 
to cater for the extreme creditor and debtor posi
tions referred to in paragraph 5 (g). This wjould be 
for E.C.A. to allocate in advance a specified sum in 
dollars which ••/ill be hold by the Currency Pool as a 
means of acquiring the currencies of the extremo 
creditors and Of supporting the granting of over
draft facilities to the- extreme dobt pr-s-̂ —Tho—me-thod-
of assessing these special allotments andTThe -cor
responding sums in national currencies will have to 
be carefully considered. 

(c) In all' cases hot covered by (b) E.C.A. should bo 
asked to consider whether any country, which is 
obliged to make fractional gold payments, can havo tho 
option of using E.C.A. dollars out of its allocation 
under the division of aid as a substitute for "gold" 
or dollars from its resorvos (which may not bo 
available). 

To sum up, therefore, payments in E.C.A. dollars should be 
introduced only through tho Currency Pool and should have': 
their origin in pre-determined allotments, so that alt" 
participating countries know precisely ^hero-they atand 
before the operations for an accounting period-eomuonco. 
We should try to avoid-anything like an unallocated-poot 
of dollars from which payments are made for reimbursing 
creditors or debtors ox post facto for crodits granted;; 
over the limit or gold payments. Such a method reintro
duces tho wrong kind of incentives. 
13. In conclusion, it seems possible by introducing a 
system of this kind to have a greater measure of transfera
bility of European currencies than has boon the case since 
the European Recovery Programme started; and that this 
system will be an essential counterpart of a successful 
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policy of liberalising intra-Europoan trade. But sucha system 
will break down under present conditions if tho quotas (signi
fying the credits available) are inadequate. Whilo the intro
duction of a graduated system of gold payments will act as a 
shock" absorbor~when the aforementioned quotas have boon or are 
on tho .way to being exhausted, it-is to be hoped that the 
system- can be so designed that these warnings will provide an 
opportunity for avoiding a situation in which European curren
cies can only bo acquired by settling as to 100$ in gold. This 
would inevitably load to the state of affairs which was threa
tening' to restrict European trade in lSh-7> c- n d while the intro
duction of the gold point is nocess .ry to prevent excessive 
overdrawing, it should bo usod temperatel?/. Under this O.E.E.C. 
Currency Pool all "participating countries would be similarly 
placed, towards any country whose holding of the monotary units 
of account oxcoods its quota; and if discussions and adminis
tra ti^o-ohe-ck^—d^-n^t—lead to measures which alleviate the 
situation, it will be- impossible for tho Currency Pool to 
continue to deal in that currency and tho mombers must be freo 
to discriminate against it. If such situations, which it is 
hopod will not arise,—e-ann.ot bo handled in this way," the~systom 
will broak downy- None Jrhc less, this is not a criticism of the 
system itself/ which scorns to the U.K. Delegation to provide 
tho best method of securing transferability of European 
currencies at thojprcsont time. These conditions would be 
equally upsetting under any systom with the same objectives 
and wo must guard against thorn. Fir.al^, 'although an injection 
of E.C.A. dollars seems essential to cover extreme creditor and 
debtor positIons"thoTr uso should bo'planned in such a way that 
tho transferable system does not collapse at the end of tho 
E.R.P, poriod.-
lij.. It is not opportune to go into any more detail about tho-
administrative supervision of the scheme. The first task is to 
agree.the general principles so .that a suitable contribution 
can bo made to the Second Interim. Report and the basis for 
technical and detailed discussions can be provided. But it is 
suggested that if such a scheme is.adopted, it should cover a 
period of two years, orjüntil the end of tho E.R.P. period, and 
should be.drafted in such a way that it could be continued 
thereafter if it were found to be desirable. 
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15. The substantivo part of this memorandum was prepared 
before tho receipt of Mr. Bissoll's paper on tho subject 
and it does not attempt to deal with;• specific points raised 
in that paper. Tho U.K. Delegation thought, however, that 
it might bo helpful to the discussions which arc going to 
tako place, if some account were given of the reasons which 
lod thorn to conclusions similar to those contained in 
Mr. Bissoll's paper. 

PARIS. 14th December, lSAj-9. 
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